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Disparities in Temporal and Geographic Patterns of Declining Heart Disease Mortality by Race and Sex in the United States, 1973–2010

Adam S. Vaughan, MPH, MS; Harrison Quick, PhD; Elizabeth B. Pathak, PhD; Michael R. Kramer, PhD; Michele Casper, PhD

**Background**—Examining small-area differences in the strength of declining heart disease mortality by race and sex provides important context for current racial and geographic disparities and identifies localities that could benefit from targeted interventions. We identified and described temporal trends in declining county-level heart disease mortality by race, sex, and geography between 1973 and 2010.

**Methods and Results**—Using a Bayesian hierarchical model, we estimated age-adjusted mortality with diseases of the heart listed as the underlying cause for 3099 counties. County-level percentage declines were calculated by race and sex for 3 time periods (1973–1985, 1986–1997, 1998–2010). Strong declines were statistically faster or no different than the total national decline in that time period. We observed county-level race–sex disparities in heart disease mortality trends. Continual (from 1973 to 2010) strong declines occurred in 73.2%, 44.6%, 15.5%, and 17.3% of counties for white men, white women, black men, and black women, respectively. Delayed (1998–2010) strong declines occurred in 15.4%, 42.0%, 75.5%, and 76.6% of counties for white men, white women, black men, and black women, respectively. Counties with the weakest patterns of decline were concentrated in the South.

**Conclusions**—Since 1973, heart disease mortality has declined substantially for these race–sex groups. Patterns of decline differed by race and geography, reflecting potential disparities in national and local drivers of these declines. Better understanding of racial and geographic disparities in the diffusion of heart disease prevention and treatment may allow us to find clues to progress toward racial and geographic equity in heart disease mortality. (J Am Heart Assoc. 2015;4:e002567 doi: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002567)
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With >600 000 deaths per year, heart disease remains the leading cause of death in the United States, despite large national declines in heart disease mortality over the past 60 years. Nationally, these declines have varied by both race and sex. White men have experienced large, sustained declines in heart disease mortality, whereas white women have experienced smaller declines. Heart disease mortality among black men and black women has also declined but more slowly overall and with a period of minimal decline in the 1970s.

In addition to differential declines by race and sex, declines in heart disease mortality have been geographically disparate, with slower declines observed in rural areas and in the southern United States. After several decades of steady increases in heart disease death rates prior to 1960, the magnitude and timing of the onset of declines also varied geographically, with some local areas beginning overall declines in the 1960s and others much later.

Declining heart disease mortality results from substantial progress in heart disease prevention and treatment. Nevertheless, differences in the magnitude and timing of declines by race, sex, and geography could signal important differences in the spatiotemporal distribution of factors that promote heart disease prevention and treatment efforts. A significant body of past work has explored temporal trends.
in heart disease mortality.\textsuperscript{5,6,10,11,15,16,18–22} These studies, however, were unable to assess potential spatiotemporal variations in declines by race and sex because they used cohort data, relied on national-level data, or were limited by analytic methods of the times. None have recently and systematically examined declining heart disease mortality using smaller geographic areas and newer, more powerful statistical methods, which are ideal, given small race- and sex-specific populations in some areas and the long duration of available data. By applying Bayesian statistical methods to county-level surveillance data, we sought to identify and describe temporal patterns in declining county-level heart disease mortality by race, sex, and geography between 1973 and 2010.

Methods

Heart Disease Mortality Data

Annual age-specific counts of heart disease deaths in each county in the continental United States from 1973 to 2010 for people aged ≥35 years were obtained from the National Vital Statistics System. This time period represents a continuous period in which all deaths, rather than a sample of deaths, were recorded. Heart disease deaths were defined based on underlying cause of death according to the following International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes: ICD-8: 390 to 398, 402, 404, 410 to 429; ICD-9: 390 to 398, 402, 404 to 429; ICD-10: I00 to I09, I11, I13, I20 to I51. Comparability ratios between each ICD revision are approximately unity, indicating that temporal changes in the ICD codes introduced no bias into the study and that no adjustments for ICD coding changes were necessary.\textsuperscript{23,24} Annual population counts for persons age ≥35 were obtained from bridged-race population files.\textsuperscript{25} To enhance rate stability due to small populations at risk, data for a common set of 3099 counties in the contiguous United States were aggregated into 2-year intervals, resulting in 19 biennial intervals. Death rates were age-standardized using the 2000 US standard population.

For each county and biennial interval, spatially smoothed, age-adjusted heart disease death rates were calculated for black men, black women, white men, white women, and the total of these 4 groups. Specifically, we used a recently developed Bayesian hierarchical model\textsuperscript{26} that extends the model of Besag et al\textsuperscript{27} to account for both spatial and temporal correlation and correlation between each of the race–sex groups (Data S1). This allows the model to borrow strength across space, time, and race–sex group to obtain more precise rate estimates. In addition, this model incorporates population size into variance estimates, giving more precise estimates to counties with high population sizes (and thus more data). The output from this model includes posterior distributions for the expected death rate for each race–sex group in every county and for every biennial interval. From this posterior distribution, we obtained summary statistics, including the posterior median (the Bayesian analog of the point estimate) and the 95% Bayesian credible interval (the Bayesian analog of the classical 95% CI). For each county, data for a race–sex group were suppressed if the race- and sex-specific population of interest had <100 persons at baseline.

Categorization of Temporal Trends

Using the Bayesian-derived county-level rates for the 4 race–sex groups, temporal trends in heart disease mortality were categorized as follows:


2. For each time period and each race–sex group:
   a. The percentage decline (and the corresponding 95% Bayesian credible interval) was calculated. Declines within each time period were calculated by dividing the difference between the beginning and end rates by the beginning rate. We computed these declines at both the county and national levels for each of the 4 race–sex groups separately. National percentage declines were also computed for all 4 race–sex groups combined.
   b. The percentage decline in each county was compared with the total national decline. Based on the 95% Bayesian credible interval, the percentage decline in each county was described as (1) a strong decline (ie, statistically faster or no different than the total national decline in that time period), (2) a weak decline (ie, statistically slower than the total national decline in that time period), or (3) imprecise (ie, the 95% Bayesian credible interval included both the total national decline in that time period and zero decline).

3. For each race–sex group in each county, a summary pattern of decline was assigned. Based on comparisons to the total national declines, counties with consistent declines across all time periods were categorized as either continual strong declines (strong declines for all time periods) or continual weak declines (weak declines for all time periods) (Table 1). Counties not experiencing consistent declines across the 3 time periods were categorized using the final time period (ie, 1998–2010). These patterns...
were designated as delayed strong declines (strong declines in the final time period) and recent weak declines (weak declines in the final time period). Counties with imprecise declines in the final time period were excluded because of insufficient data.

Concordance of Patterns of Decline Across Race–Sex Groups

The concordance correlation coefficient was calculated to explore similarity (ie, concordance) in county-level declines for
pairs of race–sex groups.28,29 Counties were included in this analysis only if sufficient data (ie, population >100 persons at baseline and a 95% Bayesian credible interval that did not include both the national decline and zero decline in the last time period) were available for both race–sex groups being compared. The concordance correlation coefficient for black men and white men, for example, was calculated using only counties with sufficient data for both black men and white men.

All analyses were completed in R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing). An R package to implement this model is currently under development, and code is available on request. Maps were created in ArcMap v10.1 (Esri).

Because this research used only publicly available county-level data, institutional review board approval was not required.

Results
National Declines in Heart Disease Mortality
Nationally, heart disease mortality decreased for all 4 race–sex groups across the study period (Figure 1). The magnitude of decline in heart disease mortality grew larger with each successive time period, increasing from 20.0% during the first time period (1973–1985) to 26.7% during the middle time period and ultimately to 35.4% in the most recent time period (1998–2010). The same trend was observed for each race–sex group (Table 2).

Racial differences in the magnitude of declining heart disease mortality changed over time (Table 2). During the earliest time period, national declines were much slower for black men and black women (9.7% and 12.2%, respectively) than for white men and white women (22.6% and 18.3%, respectively). During the middle time period, racial differences in percentage decline converged, but declines remained slower for black persons than for white persons. By the most recent time period, national declines for the 4 race–sex groups were similar.

County-Level Declines: Temporal Patterns by Race and Sex
Following exclusion of counties for race–sex groups with populations <100 persons, the analysis included 3098 counties for white men and women, 1614 for black men, and 1605 for black women. Each race–sex group in almost all counties experienced declining heart disease mortality for all 3 time periods. Only a small fraction of counties experienced a statistically significant increase in heart disease mortality for any time period (2 [0.1%] for white men, 11 [0.4%] for white women, 37 [2.3%] for black men, 47 [2.9%] for black women).

For each race–sex group, a majority of counties were categorized as either continual strong declines or delayed strong declines (Figure 2, Tables 1 and 3); however, the distribution of these 2 categories varied by race–sex group. White men experienced continual strong declines in a majority of counties (73%), whereas a minority of counties experienced continual strong declines for white women (45%), black women (17%), and black men (16%). In these counties with continual strong declines, the magnitudes of decline were similar for all race–sex groups in all 3 time periods.

Conversely, for black men and black women, a larger proportion of counties were categorized as delayed strong declines (76% and 77%, respectively), compared with white men (15%) and white women (42%). In these counties, black men and black women initially experienced much smaller declines.

Table 2. Percentage Decline in Age-Standardized Heart Disease Mortality by Time Period and Race–Sex Group, Continental United States, 1973–2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percentage Decline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1973–1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1986–1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1998–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total*</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White men</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White women</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black men</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black women</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Total values represent the national percentage declines for these 4 race–sex groups combined.
magnitudes of decline than white men and white women; however, by the most recent time period, the magnitudes of decline for black and white persons were similar.

Counties with continual weak declines constituted the smallest percentage of all counties for each race–sex group and were most prevalent for white women (4%) followed by black women (1%) and white men (<1%). In these counties, black men and women generally experienced increasing heart disease mortality in the initial time period (Table 3). In the final time period, magnitudes of decline for black persons remained less than those for white persons.

Counties experiencing recent weak declines were more common among white men (11%) and white women (9%) than for black men (7%) and black women (5%) (Figure 3). In these counties, however, the magnitudes of decline for black persons were less than those for white persons in each time period.

County-Level Declines: Temporal Patterns by Geography

Looking at broad geographic patterns, counties experiencing continual strong declines were concentrated in the Mid-Atlantic region for black women and black men and were found nationwide (except in the South) for white men and white women. Although counties experiencing delayed strong declines were concentrated in the South for white men, these counties were more geographically dispersed for the other 3 race–sex groups. For each race–sex group, a band of counties stretching from eastern Texas through Alabama experienced continual weak declines (Figures 3A and 3B). Counties experiencing recent weak declines were further concentrated in a band reaching from Louisiana to Alabama.

Geographic patterns were most similar between black men and black women (concordance correlation coefficient of 79.4%) followed by white men and white women (64.5%). Concordance between racial groups was low for both women (40.9% between black women and white women) and men (33.6% between black men and white men).

Discussion

We observed disparities in temporal patterns of declining heart disease mortality by race, sex, and geography in the United States between 1973 and 2010. Although profound
Table 3. Mean Percentage Decline in County-Level Heart Disease Mortality* for Patterns of Declines by Time Period and Race–Sex Group, Continental United States, 1973–2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern/Race–Sex Group</th>
<th>Number of Counties (%)</th>
<th>Mean Percentage Decline Among Counties (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continual strong declines</td>
<td>White men</td>
<td>2260 (73.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White women</td>
<td>1368 (44.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black men</td>
<td>223 (15.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black women</td>
<td>261 (17.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed strong declines</td>
<td>White men</td>
<td>477 (15.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White women</td>
<td>1288 (42.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black men</td>
<td>1086 (75.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black women</td>
<td>1158 (76.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent weak declines</td>
<td>White men</td>
<td>328 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White women</td>
<td>285 (9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black men</td>
<td>93 (6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black women</td>
<td>72 (4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continual weak declines</td>
<td>White men</td>
<td>24 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White women</td>
<td>124 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black men</td>
<td>35 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black women</td>
<td>20 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Continual strong or weak declines were statistically faster or slower, respectively, than the total decline for the entire study period; delayed strong or recent weak declines were statistically faster or slower, respectively, than the total decline in the last time period (1998–2010).
†The number of counties included for each race–gender group were 3089 for white men, 3065 for white women, 1437 for black men, and 1511 for black women.
‡A negative percentage decline indicates increasing heart disease death rates.

Conclusively, the observed patterns of decline in heart disease mortality exhibited both racial and geographic disparities, suggesting differential diffusion of prevention and treatment efforts by race and geography and subsequently raising the question of whether the relative contributions of primary prevention and medical treatment also vary by race and geography.30

Delayed, rather than fully absent, strong declines in heart disease mortality among black persons point to racial disparities in the timing of equitable delivery, initiation, and implementation of primary and secondary prevention of heart disease.30 Given the pervasiveness of counties with delayed strong declines for black persons, nationwide factors that broadly and disproportionately affect black persons may contribute to racial disparities in the timing of access to...
Figure 3. Patterns of declining county-level heart disease mortality for men (A) and for women (B), continental United States, 1973–2010. Continual strong or weak declines were statistically faster or slower, respectively, than the total decline for the entire study period; delayed strong or recent weak declines were statistically faster or slower, respectively, than the total decline in the last time period (1998–2010).
heart disease prevention and treatment. Nevertheless, speculating on specific factors is difficult because the literature is focused on determinants of racial disparities in cardiovascular outcomes (eg, education, poverty, racial residential segregation, risk factor awareness, disease control, access to care)\(^ {17,31-37}\) rather than racial disparities in the temporal dissemination of prevention and treatment modalities.

**Figure 3.** Continued.
In contrast to the results for white men, a majority of counties assessed for white women (55%) did not experience continual strong declines. This finding may result from historically lower heart disease mortality among white women compared with the other race–sex groups, subsequently resulting in less potential for strong declines (especially relative to national declines, as measured in this study).1

In addition to racial disparities, we also observed 2 notable geographic disparities that occurred for both black and white persons: The concentration of counties in the South with weak declines and the Mid-Atlantic concentration of counties with continual strong declines. These 2 geographic concentrations indicate the importance of local factors in promoting (for those counties in the Mid-Atlantic region) or inhibiting (for those counties in the South) the diffusion of advances in heart disease prevention and treatment. The consistency across race–sex groups suggests similar drivers of these local geographic patterns for black and white persons.

Geographic disparities in heart disease mortality and other cardiovascular outcomes have been associated with factors related to heart disease treatment and prevention (eg, hospital quality, access to evidence-based health care) and measures of socioeconomic context (eg, rurality, poverty, occupational structure).9,10,38–46 Socioeconomic context provides a foundation for the potential success of prevention and treatment interventions.47 Many southern counties are rural, impoverished, and medically underserved and experience other negative health outcomes.48,49

Although studies of access to health care began after the beginning of our study period, recent increases in cardiac services are clustered in metropolitan areas and thus may have increased rural–urban disparities in access to evidence-based care and resulting heart disease death rates.40,42 Finally, risk factors (eg, smoking, diet, and diabetes) may also have a strong time-varying geographic pattern. The South, with high prevalence of smoking, diabetes, and obesity, has lagged behind the rest of the United States in improving these measures.50–54

Understanding both historic and recent patterns of decline is a first step in identifying national and local determinants of the dissemination of heart disease treatment and prevention. Future work investigating multilevel determinants of racial and geographic disparities in the temporal patterns of declining heart disease mortality (ie, social environment; medical care quality and access; and psychosocial, behavioral, and physiological risk factors) would benefit from race–sex-specific, area-based, and context-sensitive measures of prevention and treatment over time. Although the availability of such local data are currently limited, the increased adoption of electronic health records in both outpatient and inpatient settings will hopefully provide richer local data in the future. Similarly, implementation of the Affordable Care Act represents potential for a natural experiment. Greater accessibility of prevention activities and health insurance coverage in some jurisdictions may improve access to heart disease prevention and treatment, thereby reducing disparities in mortality. Greater understanding of the determinants of these declines will facilitate the development of racially and geographically focused interventions to reduce disparities in heart disease mortality.

Strengths and Limitations

This study’s strengths stem from its application of complex analytic methods to national surveillance data. By using Bayesian statistical methods, we could include more counties with relatively small race- and sex-specific populations. These methods leverage the information of neighboring counties, nearby time periods, and other race–sex groups to obtain more precise estimates of the rates of heart disease deaths, especially in counties with small populations and few events. These powerful methods allow us to build on previous studies by using smaller geographic units and attaining greater precision in small-area rates.6,11,15,16,22,55 In addition, unlike some other studies of temporal trends in heart disease mortality that relied on cohort data, this analysis used national vital statistics data that includes all deaths.19,56,57 As such, concerns regarding selection bias and the generalizability of the results are minimized. Finally, several prior studies have explored trends in heart disease mortality assuming a linear change over the entire study period.6,11,13,18,19,22 We avoided this limitation by dividing our study period into 3 time periods, thereby enabling the assessment of nonlinear trends over the study period.

This study’s limitations result from our use of national surveillance data and from summarizing complex data. Over the study duration, the classification of race and ethnicity changed nationally, restricting our study population to black and white persons and excluding other racial and ethnic groups.58 In addition, national surveillance data relies on nonvalidated death certificate data. Although these data may sometimes overestimate the number of heart disease deaths, their use in aggregate is valid59; however, the potential for geographic and racial variation in reporting heart disease as the underlying cause of death represents a potential source of bias in these data.59 Our inclusion of deaths due to all diseases of the heart (rather than the subgroup for coronary heart disease or other specific diagnoses) reduces the potential for this misclassification.

By categorizing 4 race–sex groups in 3099 counties into spatiotemporal patterns of decline based upon 37 years of data, some nuance of the trends was inevitably lost. To reduce arbitrary decisions in defining these categories and to
facilitate their comparison by race–sex and county, we used the total trends at the national level as the standard. Moreover, despite the use of Bayesian methods, estimates for some counties remained imprecise in the final time period and thus could not be assigned a temporal pattern.

Conclusion

The racial and geographic disparities observed in the timing and magnitude of declining heart disease death rates highlight the need to better understand and ameliorate racial and geographic disparities in the diffusion of effective prevention and treatment of heart disease.1 Reductions in racial and geographic disparities in heart disease mortality have been a focus of national organizations and initiatives. Nevertheless, to close existing and long-standing racial and geographic gaps in heart disease mortality, we must surpass the parallel declines for black and white persons observed at the end of the study period (which, despite improving relative to earlier time periods, will only maintain existing racial disparities in the magnitude of the rates) and accelerate declines in the South (Figure 1). Targeted improvements in areas and among populations that lag behind the nation could lead to progress toward racial and geographic equity of heart disease mortality in the United States.
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